Bacterial predation: 75 years and counting!
The first documented study on bacterial predation was carried out using myxobacteria three quarters of a century ago. Since then, many predatory strains, diverse hunting strategies, environmental consequences and potential applications have been reported by groups all over the world. Now we know that predatory bacteria are distributed in a wide variety of environments and that interactions between predatory and non-predatory populations seem to be the most important factor in bacterial selection and mortality in some ecosystems. Bacterial predation has now been proposed as an evolutionary driving force. The structure and diversity of the predatory bacterial community is beginning to be recognized as an important factor in biodiversity due to its potential role in controlling and modelling bacterial populations in the environment. In this paper, we review the current understanding of bacterial predation, going over the strategies used by the main predatory bacteria to kill their prey. We have also reviewed and integrated the accumulated advances of the last 75 years with the interesting new insights that are provided by the analyses of genomes, predatomes, predatosomes and other comparative genomics studies, focusing on potential applications that derive from all of these areas of study.